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It is well known that Pakistan shares one of the greatest burdens in the world with regard to key vector-borne illnesses such as malaria, dengue, leishmaniasis, and chikungunya. This issue gets further pronounced in the monsoon season when stagnant water from the rain acts as an ideal environment for mosquito larvae.

While the most popular method for repelling mosquitoes in the world remain the use of DEET containing sprays and creams, there are deeper considerations that need to be looked into. We interviewed attendants of serology proven dengue patients in our center about the methods they employ for mosquito repellence, and while most of them did not use any strategy at all, the most common reported method was the use of mosquito coils which come with their own share of health and environmental risks. (1) When inquired about the use of DEET containing products, an overwhelming majority of the participants cited its cost and need of constant reapplication as the hindrance. It is pertinent to add that most of these people belonged to a lower socioeconomic background and dengue incidence is higher in this class. (2) It makes us consider some of the alternative and more economical approaches that can potentially help in this regard.

To begin with, it was found out that mosquitoes breeding in small containers can effectively be battled by metallic copper, a naturally occurring chemical with its insecticidal properties. (3) Moreover, not only does it provide a sustainable control of container-inhabiting mosquitoes at lower costs, the amount of dissolved copper required is much lower than the crucial value for drinking water and does not harm the ecosystem.

Then there are mosquito repelling plants such lemon grass, lavender, basil, thyme, all varieties of mint, marigolds, rosemary, geraniums, chrysanthemums, daisies, verbena, and garlic and garlic chives. (4) These plants are incredibly affordable, widely accessible, self-sustaining and suitable with Pakistan’s climate.

Finally, the water bag technique. As mosquitoes have compound eyes composed of thousands of separate lenses and are much more sensitive to changes in light, when light strikes a bag of water packed with shiny materials such as coins or aluminium foil, it refracts and confuses the flies which avoids such a place. (5)

To conclude, more awareness needs to be spread about this vector and strategies to preventive it. Additionally, it calls for giving repellents more prominence in public health.
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